Abstract. Safely adding computational effects to a multi-stage language has been an open problem. In previous work, a closed type constructor was used to provide a safe mechanism for executing dynamically generated code. This paper proposes a general notion of closed type as a simple approach to safely introducing computational effects into multistage languages. We demonstrate this approach formally in a core language called Mini-ML 
Introduction
Many important software applications require the manipulation of open code at run-time. Examples of such applications include high-level program generation, compilation, and partial evaluation [JGS93] . But having a notion of values that includes open code (that is, possibly containing free variables) complicates both the (untyped) operational semantics and type systems for programming languages designed to support such applications. This paper advocates a simple and direct approach for safely adding computational effects into languages that manipulate open code. The approach capitalises on a single type constructor that guarantees that a given term will evaluate to a closed value at run-time. We demonstrate our approach in the case of ML-style references [MTHM97] .
We extend recent studies into the semantics and type systems for multi-level and multi-stage languages. Multi-level languages [GJ91, GJ96, Mog98, Dav96] provide a mechanism for constructing and combining open code. Multi-stage languages [TS97,TBS98,MTBS99,BMTS99,Tah99,Tah00] extend multi-level languages with a construct for executing the code generated at run-time. Multi-stage programming can be illustrated using MetaML [TS97, Met00] , an extension of for open code. MetaML provides three basic staging constructs that operate on this type: Brackets , Escapẽ and Run run . Brackets defers the computation of its argument; Escape splices its argument into the body of surrounding Brackets; and Run executes its argument. Figure 1 lists a sequence of declarations illustrating the multi-stage programming method [TS97, BMTS99] in an imperative setting: -p is a conventional "single-stage" program, which takes a natural n, a real x, a reference y, and stores x n in y. -p_a is a "two-stage" annotated version of p, which requires the natural n (as before), but uses only symbolic representations for the real x and the reference y. p_a builds a representation of the desired computation. When the first argument is zero, no assignment is performed, instead a piece of code for performing an assignment at a later time is generated. When the first argument is greater than zero, code is generated for performing an assignment at a later time, and moreover the recursive call to p_a is performed so that the whole code-generation is performed in full. -p_cg is the code generator . Given a natural number, the code generator proceeds by building a piece of code that contains a lambda abstraction, and then using Escape performs an unfolding of the annotated program p_a over the "dummy variables" <x> and <y>. This powerful capability of "evaluation under lambda" is an essential feature of multi-stage programming languages.
-p_sc is the specialised code generated by applying p_cg to a particular natural number (in this case 3). The generated (high-level) code corresponds closely to machine code, and should compile into a light-weight subroutine. -p_sp is the specialised program, the ultimate goal of run-time code generation. The function p_sp is a specialised version of p applied to 3, which does not have unnecessary run-time overheads.
Problem Safely adding computational effects to multi-stage languages has been an open problem 1 . For example, when adding ML-style references to a multistage language like MetaML, one can have that "dynamically bound" variables go out of the scope of their binder [TS00] . Consider the following MetaML In evaluating the second declaration, the variable x goes outside the scope of the binding lambda, and the result of the third line is wrong, since x is not bound in the environment, even though the session is well-typed according to naive extensions of previously proposed type systems for MetaML. This form of scope extrusion is specific to multi-level and multi-stage languages, and it does not arise in traditional programming languages, where evaluation is generally restricted to closed terms (e.g. see [Plo75] and many subsequent studies.) The the problem lies in the run-time interaction between free variables and references. Remark 1. In the type system we propose (see Figure 2) 
Note on Previous Work
The results presented here are a significant generalisation of a recently proposed solution to the problem of assigning a sound type to Run. The naive typing run : t → t of Run is unsound (see [TBS98] ), since it allows to execute an arbitrary piece of code, including "dummy variables" such as <x>. The closed type constructor [ ] proposed in [BMTS99] allows to give a sound typing run : [ t ] → t for Run, since one can guarantee that values of type [τ ] will be closed. In this paper, we generalise this property of the closed type constructor to a bigger set of types, that we call closed types, and we also exploit these types to avoid the scope extrusion problem in the setting of imperative multi-stage programming. 
Intuitively, a term can only be assigned a closed type σ when it will evaluate to a closed value (see Lemma 4 terms is parametric in an infinite set of variables x ∈ X and an infinite set of locations l ∈ L e ∈ E: : = x | λx.e | e 1 e 2 | fix
The first line lists the Mini-ML terms: variables, abstraction, application, fixpoint for recursive definitions, zero, successor, and case-analysis on natural numbers. The second line lists the three multi-stage constructs of MetaML [TS97] : Brackets e and Escape˜e are for building and splicing code, and Run is for executing code. The second line also lists the two "closedness annotations": Close [e] is for marking a term as being closed, and Let-Close is for forgetting these markings. The third line lists the three SML operations on references, constants l for locations, and a constant fault for a program that crashes. The constants l and fault are not allowed in user-defined programs, but they are instrumental to the operational semantics of Mini-ML BN ref .
Remark 2. Realistic implementations should erase closedness annotations, by mapping [e] to e and (let [x] = e 1 in e 2 ) to (let x = e 1 in e 2 ).
The constant fault is used in the rules for symbolic evaluation of binders, e.g. we write
This more hygienic handling of scope extrusion is compatible with the identification of terms modulo α-conversion, and prevents new free variable to appear as effect of the evaluation (see Lemma 3). On the other hand, in implementations there is no need to use the more hygienic rules, because during evaluation of a well-typed program (starting from the empty store) only closed values get stored.
Note 1. We will use the following notation and terminology -Term equivalence, written ≡, is α-conversion. Substitution of e for x in e (modulo ≡) is written e [x: = e]. -m, n range over the set N of natural numbers. Furthermore, m ∈ N is identified with the set {i ∈ N|i < m} of its predecessors.
→ B means that f is a partial function from A to B with a finite domain, written dom(f ). We use the following operations on type-and-level assignments:
|i ∈ m} adds n to the level of the x i ;
n and µ{l = e} denote extension of a signature, assignment and store respectively. A typing judgement has the form Σ, ∆; Γ e: τ n , read "e has type τ and level n in Σ, ∆; Γ ". Σ gives the type of locations which can be used in e, ∆ and Γ (must have disjoint domains and) give the type and level of variables which may occur free in e.
Remark 3. Splitting the context into two parts (∆ and Γ ) is borrowed from λ [DP96] , and allows us to replace the cumbersome closedness annotation (close e with {x i = e i |i ∈ m}) of λ BN [BMTS99] with the more convenient [e] and (let [x] = e 1 in e 2 ). Informally, a variable x: τ n declared in Γ ranges over values of type τ at level n (see Definition 1), while a variable x: τ n declared in ∆ ranges over closed values (i.e. without free variables) of type τ at level n.
Most typing rules are similar to those for related languages [Dav96, BMTS99] , but there are some notable exceptions:
-(close) is the standard rule for [e], the restricted context Σ, ∆ ≤n ; ∅ in the premise prevents [e] to depend on variables declared in Γ (like in λ [DP96]) or variables of level > n. The stronger rule (close*) applies only to closed types, and it is justified in Remark 5.
-(fix) is the standard rule for fix x.e, while (fix*) makes a stronger assumption on x, and thus can type recursive definitions (e. -There is a weaker variant of (case*), which we ignore, where the assumption x: nat n is in Γ instead of ∆. -(set) does not assign to e 1 : = e 2 type unit, simply to avoid adding a unit type to Mini-ML e : τ 2 n . Part 2 is proved similarly. We will show that the second case (error) does not occur for well-typed programs (see Theorem 1). In general v ranges over terms, but under appropriate assumptions on µ, v could be restricted to value at level n. Definition 1. We define the set V n ⊂ E of values at level n by the BNF
CBV Operational Semantics
Normal Evaluation We give an exhaustive set of rules for evaluation of terms e ∈ E at level 0 
Error Propagation
For space reasons, we omit the rules for error propagation. These rules follow the ML-convention for exceptions propagation. 
Because of v 1 the definition of value at level 0 involves values at higher levels. Values at level > 0, called symbolic values, are almost like terms. The differences between the BNF for V n+1 and E is in the productions for e and˜e:
-v n+1 is a value at level n, rather than level n + 1 -˜v n+1 is a value at level n + 2, rather than level n + 1.
Note 2. We will use the following auxiliary notation to describe stores:
⇐⇒ µ is a value store and dom(Σ) = dom(µ) and Σ; ∅ µ(l): σ 0 whenever l ∈ dom(µ) and
The following result establishes basic facts about the operational semantics, which are independent of the type system.
Lemma 3 (Values). µ, e
n → µ , v implies dom(µ) ⊆ dom(µ ) and FV(µ , v) ⊆ FV(µ, e); moreover, if µ is a value store, then v ∈ V n and µ is a value store.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of the evaluation judgement µ, e n → µ , v.
The following property justifies why a σ ∈ C is called a closed type.
Lemma 4 (Closedness
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Σ, Evaluation of Run at level 0 requires to view a value at level 1 as a term to be evaluated at level 0. The following result says that this confusion in the levels is compatible with the type system.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Σ, ∆ +1 ; Γ Proof. By induction on the derivation of the evaluation judgement µ, e n → d.
The power function
While ensuring the safety of Mini-ML → µ , v -a top-level definition by pattern-matching is reduced to one of the form val f = e; p in the usual way (that is, using the case and fix constructs).
Note that this means identifiers declared at top-level go in the closed part ∆ of a context Σ, ∆; Γ . We assume to have a predefined closed type real with a function times * : real → real → real and a constant 1.0: real. -the declarations of p, p_a, p_cg and p_sc do not require any change; -in the declaration of p_sp one closedness annotation has been added; -p_pg is a program generator with the same type of the conventional program p, but applied to a natural, say 3, returns a specialised program (i.e. p_sp).
Related Work
The problem we identify at the beginning of this paper also applies to Davies's λ [Dav96] , which allows open code and symbolic evaluation under lambda (but has no construct for running code). Therefore, the naive addition of references leads to the same problem of scope extrusion pointed out in the Introduction.
Mini-ML
BN ref is related to Binding-Time Analyses (BTAs) for imperative languages. Intuitively, a BTA takes a single-stage program and produces a two-stage one (often in the form of a two-level program) [JGS93, Tah00] . Thiemann and Dussart [TD] describe an off-line partial evaluator for a higher-order language with first-class references, where a two-level language with regions is used to specify a BTA. Their two-level language allows storing dynamic values in static cells, but the type and effect system prohibits operating on static cells within the scope of a dynamic lambda (unless these cells belong to a region local to the body of the dynamic lambda). While both this BTA and our type system ensure that no run-time error (such as scope extrusion) can occur, they provide incomparable extensions.
Hatcliff and Danvy [HD97] propose a partial evaluator for a computational metalanguage, and they formalise existing techniques in a uniform framework by abstracting from dynamic computational effects. However, this partial evaluator does not seem to allow interesting computational effects at specialisation time.
